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ABSTRACT I

Twenty-seven social service agencies in Anchorage,
Alaska.were,ekamined for' purposes of determiting the: (1)

organizational-structure of Anchbrage social service systems, (2)

impact of agency structures on Alaska Native clients, and (3) extent
to which a'ency organizational structures reflect the interests" and
values of bureaucrats and professionals..Thirtrl.three administrators,
46 staff members, and 50 clients from agencies most closely
associa ed arth Alaska Hatil'ips were interviewed. In addition, for
communit p anning groups were studied. The Anchoragesocial service
system vat ound\to have destructive consequences for its clients'due
to: .(1), frgh-nted services, (2) underfunded services, (3)
irrespollible eferral practices; (4) lack of knowledge about
Nativ lack of expectations for evaluating Agency
effectiveness, and (6) a ritualization of interagency planninviim ng
the sample clients,,it was found that one-third had had beneficial
agency experiences (those least dependent on the agencies) ; one-.thi d
could not be cleanly categorized.in terms, of gency oftComes; and.
-one -third had had!destfuqtive agency experienc s (those most
dependent on the agencies). Moreovei, it was ound drat agencies were.
organized in ways that promoted and 1)notected whit interests. it ias
proposed that Native orgainizations bek given e fin ncial resOurces.
to operate social servicesystems for Natives. C)
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PREFACE

The migration of Alaska Natives from rural to urban areas
14, a fairly recent phenomenon. change entailta severe
uprooting for ,these mVants, rendering them-More dependent
on 'social services than any other group in the state. This report
examines the responses of the AnchOrage social service system
to'problems their Native clients face; it defines f6isolicymakers
the characteristics of the social service system that operate to `-

harm rather than *help a substantial `portion of urban Native
clients.

tc
Dr.. Dorothy M. Jones, a sociologist at the University of

Alaska's Institute. of Social, Economic and Government (Re-
search (ISEGRJ, has for several years been studying urban
.Itiative migrants and the "problems they face in adapting to
urban living. In this report, the, author recommends changes it
the preselsystem of providing social services (to malie it More

responsive o their particular needs.-
_1.

The Institute and the author wish to e pess their appre-
ciation for the valuable help of many indiv' uals. Jane Reed and
Nettie Peratrovich provided invaluable research assistance.
Helpful comments on preliminary drafts were provided by Scott
Briar, dean of the School of Social Work, University of Washing-
ton; anthropologist Julie, Cruikshank; political analyst Richard
Fineberg; Dick Gilbert, former head of Alaska Children's Ser-
vices; politidal scientist Gordon Harrison; Thomas °rehouse,.
professor bf Isociology, University of Alaska; Barb Nachman,
psychologist at the bidian Health Service, Area ental Health

Mine
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Hospital in Anchorage; Mary Lee NiCholson, associate professor
, of sociology at the University of Alaska, Anchorage; Frances

Fox Piven, professor of sociology at Columbia University; and
.John Richardson, assistant plrofesso'il of sociology, Western
Washington State College. The author is especially grateful to
her constant and most loving critics, Lillian Rubin, professor of
sociology, Wright Institute, Uniyersity of California, Berkeley,
and her husband Bob Jones, ref ge manager, Izembeck National
Wildlife Refuge, Aleutian Isla ds. Finally, this study would not
have been possible without t e close cooperation', of clients and
staff of mariy social servi e organizations in Anchorage to
whom the author also exte dsspeciat.thanks.

The study was funs ed under the Commu Service and
Continuing Education rogram,Ole I, High Education Act
of 1965. Peggy Raybe k had resPotisibility for 'fink and pre-
paring the manuscri for publicatilin with the a ce of
Susan Daniels.

October 1974 Dorothy -M. Jones
Associate Professor of Sociology

ISEGR

Vttor Fischer
Director
.ISEGR
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In long-term research on urban Native; migrants. (Aleuts,
Indians, Eskimos) in Anchorage, I found that the social service-
system is one of the major institutions influencing their adapta-
tions to the urban setting. I decided to focus my study' for a
while on the impact of Anchorage social services on urban
Natives. As I found that a considerable number of Natives were
damaged by their experiences with social, agencies, I decided to
examine the characteristics of the social service system that lead
to such negative outcomes and the reasons that such' character-
istics exist and persist.

Anchorage Natives are usually,recent#rivals (within the
past decade) facing several stressful transitinssimultaneously:
from rural to urban,,from one culture to another; and from one
set of class and racial, definitions to another as they Ievn that
poverty and minority racial status are stigmatized in the white -
dominated urban setting far more than in the villages. The
urban transition of Natives is accompanied by serious social
problemspoverty, unemployment,. underemployment, family

.disorganization, alcoholism, and other emotional disorders.
8

Anchorage social services purport to solve just such
problems as these; they aim to. rehabilitate Natives and to
facilitate their, entry into the mainstream of, society. Rehabilita-
tion, independencenntegrationthese are the banners of social
agencies. That social agencies in Anchorage, as well as else-

0«08
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where, fail to achieve such ambitio
ledge. But the issue is not just a q
litate and integrate urban Natives
agencies that are supposed to reha
proimote psychologically and s

among a significant proportion
clients in my sample experienced s
their interactions with agencies; a
agency experiences as beneficial; th
the system to be classified in term
the unclassified evenly between the
approximately half of the clients in
damaged by their experiences with
dous proportion of clients to be h
precisely to improve their circumstanc

s goals is'cominon know-
estio of failure to rehabi-
the issue is that the very

ilitate and integrate instead
cially _deviant adaptations
f clients. One-third of the
ch destructiVe outcomes in
other third perceived their

final third was too new to
of outcomes. If we divide
other two categories, then
y sample would have been
encies. That is a tremen-
med by a systern\ set up
s.

Social scientists often explain su irrational outcomes in
terms of hidden goals or latent functions of a social system.
Piven and Cloward analyze the relief system in terms of benefits
to the society at large.; they identify two hidden goals of the
relief system: (1) regulation of marginal labor and (2) contain-
ment of civil disorder.1 Gans lists 15 ways that poverty benefits,
nonpoor groups, including benefits that accrue to those who
administer and deliver social services.2 Following these lines, I ,
focu.sed on hOw (and if) the behavior of Anchorage social
agency, administrators and staff contributes to the irrationality
of the social service system. I considered how their organiza-
tional. environments and psychological adaptations influence the
'social service system.

. 1 Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Regulating the Poor: The
Functions °nubile Welfare (Ne'W York: Random House, Pantheon Books,
1971), p. xiii.

2Herbert J., Gans, "The Uses of Poverty: The Poor Pay All," Annuatiri:
Editions in Social Problems '73-'74 (GuilfOrd, Connecticut: The Bushkin
Publishing Company, 1974).
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I found that social work administrators and professionals
face a profound dilemma. Generally they are dedicated persons
attracted to their field because of a commitment to helping
others. They face many constraints to achieving their helping
goals such as restrictive regulations, excessive demands for paper
work, inadequate funding, andczfederal requirements to engage
in detective-like investigations of welfare recipients. Their
resolution of this dilemma hinges on how much they value their
jobs. Most place a high value on their jobs because of relatively
high salaries, prestige, and opportunities to enact professional
roles and -build careers. Valuing jobs that constrain their helping
goals is the bedrock.of their dilemma.

The way in which bureaucrats and professionals resolve
this dilemma profoundly affects and helps to explain the social
se ice system's organization, functioning, and impact on
cli nts. I shall weave these threeLthemes throughout the paper:

t
The way in which the Anchorage social service system
is organized.

The way *in which these organizational structures
reflect the interests and values of bureaucrats and
professionals;

The impact of agency structures and practices on
Native clients.

My paper is organized into three parts. The first is a brief
sketch of urban Natives' characteristics and current life situa-
tion. The second deals with the characteristibs of the social
service system that have the most destructive consequences for
Native .clients: fragmentation of services and its consequences
for funding and referral practices, the lack of a knowledge base
and its conseqUences for evaluation practices and worker-client
relationshipseand the ineptness of social service planning and its
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consequences eor innovation. The concluding section offers a
proposal for a redistribution of social service resources for
Native clients to Native organizations.

The social service system piobably affects most ,client
groups similarly. I have focused on a, particular client group, the
urban Native, because of my long-term interest in that group.
But this focus has another advantage. Since most social agencies
deal primarily with culturally and subculturally different
groups, focusing on a particular cultural minority tends to
dramatize the functioning of the sYstem.

My approach' is outlined in 'detail in the appendix. Here I
want to mention onlyy the general features of the approach.
First I want to state that 'analyzing a highly complex system of
social agencies, theii) administrators, staff, and clients requires
broad generalizations4 that may ,conceal variability and hetero-
geneity among agencies and individuals. I considered the
possibility of pointing out the variations, but this would have
entailed qualifying nearly every statement in the text. Instead I
decided to try to capture tthe central tendencies of the gocial
service system at the cost of identifying exceptions. This
decision, however, poses problems for me; for example, when I
condemn agencies for abuses against clients, lam keenly.aware
that the thinority of dedicated agency personnel who fought
against the most difficult odds to help clients were not receiving
the credit due them. I wish here to commend their efforts.

I view social services defined broadly3 in Anchorage as a
'system with interacting and interdependent parts. Agencies
depend on one another for exchanging resources, planning, and

,

3By broadly defined, I mean a wide ran g of social programs delivered
by many different kinds of employees, asolsposed to social services de-

_ livered by employees known prpfessionally as "social workers."

n 1 1
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coordinating services; and they resist one another when they
feel threatened by encroachments on their jurisdictions. They
develop systematic means, both formal and informal, for
managing and controlling interagency relations.

41i

I examined 25 social service agencies whose clientele is at
least 15 percent Native plus two others that play an important
role in the social service system (see table). These 27 agencies
provide services in mental health, financial assistance, man-.
power and training, housing, and social services (defined
narrowly)... I and °my research assistants4 interviewed 33
administrators, 46' staff members, and 50 clients in these
agencies, concentrating the interviews in agencies which have
the most significant impact on Native clients. In addition, I
studied four community planning gioups in which the sample
agencies participated.

44

4

I.

.
I

c

. , !

Pi-

.
4 Two researe&assistants worked on this prOject at different periods:

Jane Reed and Nettie Pkatrovich.
. ,
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CHAPTER

CHARACTER IST ICS OF ,

URBAN NATIVE MIGRANTS

As mentioned earlier, Anchorage Natives are recent
migrants. In 1950, only 659 Natives lived in Anchorage. By
196p the numbeehad risen to 2,107. And by 1973, the Anchor-
age Native population-Cd jumped to 9;000, representing nearly
a thirleenfold increase since 1950 and more than a fourfold
increase since 1960.5

The Anchorage Native population, reflecting the co po-
sition of the ,state, comprises northern Eskimos (Innuit), s uth-
ern Eskimos (Yuit), Athabascans (primarily from A ka's
northern Interior), and south coast,Indians (Tlingit, Tsi tsians,
and Haida), as'well as a few Indians from other parts of the.U.S.
In ,both the state and in Anchorage, the Efltimo group is the
largest and the Aleut. group, the smallest. There are many
differences between these Alaslia Native culture grOups, especi-
ally between Indians and EskiAto.-Aleuts (Eskimos and Aleuts
have common origins), but in this paper, I am concerned with
the snore commonly shared circumstances and characteristics Of
their contemporary fife situations.

5George W. Rogers, Alaska Native Popilation Trends and Vital Statis-
tics (University of Alaska: Institute of Social,' Economic and Government
Research, 1971), p. 5. The 1973 estimate of the Anchorage Native popula-.
tion is based on the Anchorage Bureau of Indiau,Affaiig Native enrollment
figure: John Hope, BIA enrollment officer, personal communication,
December 1973.
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There are no Native ethnic enclaves in Anchorage. Natives
live geographically dispersed throughout the borough. Further-
more, they usually lack means of transportation for .visiting
frie:iids and relatives in other parts of the borough. Anchorage
has a limited public' dansportation system and most Natives do
not own automobiles. Consequently, Natives tend to live isola-
ted from one.another.

Because Anchorage Natives (are recent migrants and live
geographiCally dispersed, their urbp ethnic institutions are in ,a
very early state of development: An important example Of this
recent#0,development is the Native regional organizations. But
with the recebgains in 'money andiand from the passage of the
Alaska lltive Claims Settlement tgct, the regional organizations
have; been prepscupied with legal and economic issues and the

;necessity to establish themselves is corporations, and have had
only limited' time and energy td, address social and cultural
activities. There is one exceptiob In Anchorage. The Cook Inlet
Native .Association operates" an urban Native center which
features an arts and crafts shott, recreational fa.dilities, _and'
several social services. The urban Native center, however, has
not been able to reach a substantial proportion, of. Natives
because it' is located in' an outlying.area and has been. plagued
with continual funding problems.

Churches are. another potential source 'of ethnic institu-
tions,tions, but although Natives belong to many churches, there are
few predOmMantly Native churches in Anchorage. The chief
exception, the Russin OrthodoX church, is located 'a consider-
able distance from the center of town. The lobby of the Indian
Health Service hospital serves as an informal social center for
some Natives who often gO"tthere just to see who in the lobby .

they may know. The ethnic institution that appears to reach the
lirgest number of Anchorage Natives is ihe. Fourth Avenue strip

. .
of bars. Whether or not driven by the urge to driiik, Natives are

'4'.
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generally assured of fellowship -And mutual aid on Fourths'
-Avenue, and a significant subculture has grown up around it.

Natives' isolation from one another and the dearth of
developed ethnic institutions have at least three far-reaching
effects on their urban adjustment. One effect is the- Iasi of
social controls to which village Natives were accustomed. Even
though the social control system is breaking doWri in, some
Native villages, in many other, the family, peer group, respected
elders, and in some instances, formal. authority still furnish
guidelines, for. behavior and apply negative sanctions for devia-
tions from these standards. These controls are largely lost in the
urban setting such as Anyhorage where the-immediate family is\
,usually the only source/of control and where control by the . -

,immediate family may be irrelevant for youth growing" up. For
example, a Nativd father recently migrated to Anchorage may
be trying,to teach his son appropriate attitudes for survival as a/ reipdeer ,herder while the son is grappling with thieatened
'school failure or exclusion by the dominant white egryoup in
his school.

°° . °

Halation from Natives and Native institutions o pro-
.,

ducts llo'sg 'of role function fOr some men and *amen. The
more Taulturated and better trained men often-feel more

"successful as breadwinners in the city where job opportunities
-

are better, than in the Village. Bu..,e others, especially- low skilled
workers,: often. feel they are failures as .breadifinners even
though they may be earning more Cash th'an they did in the
village. This occurs for three reason's. First, )whereas poverty was
generally 'commonplace and accepted in the yillageit is stigma-.
tized -in the urban setting; making many Natives fet1 degraded
and, incompetent. Second, breadWinning in the villwas.not
ne essa' rily the sale responsibility of the male fararhead; it
might ve been shared by the extended family, so that a man
was not judged by what he alone provided the family. Third,

oni7 . 4

4,4



breadwinninF in the village was not solely ,dependent on cash;
Many villages / still place considerable reliance on, subsistence

A

productiort herefore, even with less cash, the male may lave
been bet r able to provide for his family in the village than in
the cit . In addition to his role as family breadwinner, man
could in respect and honor in the village by exhibiting hp skill
as unter and by sharing the products of the hunt witlifellow

alters. This role is closed to Native men in the city:

Some urban Native women express a strong sense of lose
about their, former roles as participants in village muttal aid
practices. As an Aleut woman said when complaining about her
loneliness and depression in the city:

If I were at home now, I could be taking care of my sister's
children while she is sick, and helping to paint the church for
Easter.

hi- a study of Plains Indians 'in San Francisco, Hanson found
that nearly 50 percent of the women who had remained there
for at least '1 year. wanted to return home. He attributes this
dissatisfaction to their loss of roles in the extended family
system.6

_ .

A third result of Natives+ isolation from each other and
the dearth of developed urbap Native institutions is the loss of
social supports. Frequently, the. Anchorage Native has no one to
turn to when he is

,

lonely or in need of housing, food, money,
or advice about how to manage the many baffling aspects of
city living. One of the most perplexing problems he faces is the
need to learn new forms of interpersonal relationship. Village
Natives were accustomed to dealing only with known pedple in
known situations; in the impersonal environment of the city,

.
6Marshall Roy Hanson, "Plains Indians and erbanization," (Ph.D.

clipertatitn, Stanford University, 1960), p. 58.
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they must learn to cope with many strange persons in strange
situations. They *lust learn to understand roles for which there
were no modep in' the village. The interpersonal cues and
standards that4sood them in good stead in the village, do not
.work, in the City

The techniai aspects of city living also pose pervasive
problems, more so for Alaska Na4res than for non-Native rural
migrants to the city,..because most Natives come from remotf
villages where thectmay be no roadi,-automobiles, telephoneS,
running water, electricity, plates of commercial entertainment,
banks, and where the only shopping they did was by credit

_

most of the year in the one little grocery store. A NRtive
migrant, from such a village must learn how to cross streets;
respond, to traffic signals, use buses, taxis; telephones, and
electric appliances; manage checking accounts; pay monthly
bills; and select from many items in large urban stores. To fac
such massive learningtasks with minimal social supports, ,pro
duces severe stress in the Native migrant.

However pressing these problems, Natives find".,others
more distressing. Natives have higher rates of unemployment,
underemployment, and poverty than any other group in.;tAnchorage.8 The 1970 Census reported:

7See Daniel Lerner, The Pas?ing of Traditional Society: Modernizing
the Middle East (New York; The Free -Press, 1966), pp. 4$-f15 for an
insightful diictission of titIs condition in modernizing societies.

8 Most investigators of urban Indians report similarly .1/3WI economic .

posiiiobs. See, for example, Richard G. Woods-and Arthur. M. ;Harkins, A -
Review of Recent Research on Minneapolis Indians 1968-069 (Minn.
eapolis: University of Minnesota, 19.69); Arthur M. Harkins ail(' Richard "":"*--:"...
G. Woods, Indian Americans in St: -Paul: An Interip.Report(Minne.apOlis:
University of Minnesqta,. 19.7b);. find William H. \ Hodge, The Albuquerque
Navajos (Tuscoii3O,niversity ofAi Press,1969)

-
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The, unemployment rate for Anchorage Native men is
1.6 times- higher than that for white men and twice as
high as that for black men.

,

The proportion of 1l ive men who worked 26 weeks
or less in 1969 was two, and a half times higher than
that for white men and three times higher than that
for black men.' The proportion of Natives with incomes below the
poverty line is nearly three times higher than that for
whites and twice as high as that foc blacks.

;-.

The proportion of Native families receiving public
C. assistance is seven times higher than that for. whites

and four times higher than that for blacks.9

The difference between the economic positions of Natives and
other groups is prbbably even greater if we consider that the
census undoubtedly missed a considerable number of _Natives

.

who live orahe street or wander.

1

.White laymen and social scientists often explain Indians'
and Alaska Natives' low economic positions in, terms of their
cultural dispositions. Clearly, behavior is very.much a prodUct
of culture, but this recognition does not indicate the speed with
which people can alter cultural habits under changed circum-
stances. In a restudy of the Manus of New Guinea after World
War H, Mead found that these people had made a rapid adjust-
ment to Western institutions, travelling thousands of years in a
generation. Chance saw a sim y rapid adjustment in his study

. :9.U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, SuMmary
v Manpower Indicators for Anchorage (San Francisco: Data Systems and

;::' Reports Region IX, 1972.), tables 6, 8, 11, and 12.

0 0 2 0
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of Barter Island, Alaska .Eskinws.-,09th investigators attribute
this rapid and succeSsful, adjustrnenCto Western institutions, in
part, to the peoples' dispOsition to change:10

Certainly, urban _Native '.-naigittnts: demonstrate_ a strong
disposition to ChangeCTheir .moves to the city. reflect.
precisely a strong desire to enter the economic mainstream.
That many remain marginal to it is due as much or more t9 the
social and economic realities of the city as to cultural d'irer-

4%ences. After 25'. YearS.Of studylm: prnbitive peoples, Mead
suggests that otir'fOcu1,''on Natf 'Ore and our effort to
preserve it are oftek a thin disgukfikOr unwillingness fo let
Natives into full participation ,in tfl'eAlOrninant society.11

Mead's thesis was borne out in my research. The sociat and
economic realities of life in Anchorage appear to be equ y or
more important than Natives' cultural-dispositions in explaining
their low economic pOsitiv. The Anchorage w rk force is large-
ly white 6oll'ar; since, manufacturing aecoun for only 2.5
percent of employment#12 the economy cannot absor the
large ,proportion:OfloW skilled workers in the Native labor
force. Where lOw ,skilled-jobs are available, Natives often lose
out in the competition to whites who have higheredtteation,
skill, and experienoe levels than Natives. But since none of these
qualifications is necessary to adequate performance of unskilled
work9:,their Native status must play a part in their economically
disadvantaged' Positi on .

1argaret Mead, New Lives for 41c1 iNew York: William Morrow and
Co 1956); Norman A. Chance, "Culture Change and Integration: An
Eskinio ExampIe;';'*141Merican Anthropologist, vol. 62, no. 6 (December
1960); pp. 1026-45-1,

12 Alaska-?Departnierit'of: Labor, Enp1ment Security Division, Statis-,
tical Quarterly 14,7 (Ju u 1912) p3.

. .

Ofl21
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Employment discrimination against Natives is widespread.
To cite a few examples: the Anchorage Borough employs only
seven Natives out of a total workforce of 1,710,13 less than half
of 1 percent, while Natives comprise over 6 percent of the
Anchorage population. ,Natives seldom appear in positions
involving high visibility to the public. Of the four largest hotels
in Anchorage, all operating restaurants, only one had any Native
employees. Less than 1 percent of employees in the four largest
department stores are Native. In places with liberal policies
toward Native hire, Natives seldom hold high level positions,
even those for which experience ether than professional
training are requisite.(The Bureau of Indian Affairs is an excep-
tion).1

There are other barriers to equal employment opportu-
nities for Anchorage Nati;iet. For example, many application
forms and tests are culturally biased, unions often require
purchase of tools and a membership fee that may far exceed the

_resources of many Natives, .and sometimes prejudice of super -.
visors and coworkers drives Natives from their. jobs.

'Pk

Discriniination and prejudice, of course, extend beyond
the area of employment. Many Natives report landlord
discrimination in refusing to; rent to them. Others describe
incidents of discrimination In casual encounters. An Eskimo
woman recounted the. humiliating experience of walking down
the street and having white men gra$ her iiuttodks and call her
klbotch (squaw woman) and salmon cruncher. An Indian man
described his anger when he wlIked into a business office
seeking information, to be,,greeted gruffly with the question,

13Greater Anchorage Area Borough School District, Employment,-
Race, and, Sex Statistics for 1973-1974 as of December 1, 1973 (Anchor-
age: 1973).

14These data were secured by personal surveys and interviews.
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"What d4/yoUWant, war whoop ?" ExamPles''such as these are
legion.

. The severity of these problems and the adaptation tasks .

urban Natives face lead, in many instances, aticsefibus social
emotional disorders. The Native suicide rate in-Alaska is more
than three times higher than the U.S. White;.and the largest.
recent increase in Alaska is in the urban areas.15. While the
majority of Anchorage Natives requiring Psychiatric hospitalize-
tion are served by the U.S." Public Health S9rvice, 17 percent of
the patients at the State psychiatric facility are .Anchorage
Natives,16 nearly three times their proportion 9f the, Anchorage
population In the state-facility alone.

o

Excessive drinking is "another serious problem among
urban Natives. It should be noted that the white alcoholism rate
in Alaska is higher than the Native,17 yet, interest in Native,
-drinking is much higher than in white alcoholism, and the
majority of residents in Anchorage,.alcOhol treatment facilities
are Natives. The reason so much attention is directed toward
Native drinking appears to be related ;to liatives' dririldng
patterns,,Which differ significantly..fromthoseof
Natives- usually drink precisely to get drunk with Attie efforkto A

conceal signs of drunkenness. They 'generally engage in benders
that may last for days, weeks, or evep months, fdllowed by

15 Rob
1

, ..
ert F. Kratdo "Suicicial.Behavioi in 4laska Natives;" Alaska .

Medicine, January 1973; pp. 6-10; Kraus; persgnal communication, March
1974 :: .

I

4) ''''16 Virginia Barnes, Alaska Psychiatric Inttictuted;nA\ dical records secre-
tary., personal communication, August 1973. s , : , - '*_!,

°Alaska Departnient of Health and Social Services, Office of Alcohol-
' ism, Allocation of Alcoholics in Alaska, by. Geographic, Sex, and Racial

Indices (Juneau: 1973), p. 25.
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periods of sobriety. Drinking usually occurs in groups that party
together until their combined cash resources are exhaustld.19

This pattern of drinking 6TteiVdisables people from
normal functioning. Clearly. extended 4ender drinkers cannot
hold their jobs. Normal ntrols frpcp.Ontly break down: men
may abuse their families; o`ifren ma? neglect their children.
Lawless behavior such as nor, fighting, and at times more
violent acts are a corolla of this kind of drinking. In 1970
Natives accounted for 47.percent of all arrests in Anchorage.19
The rescinding of the drunk in public statute in Alaska in 1971
has not resulted in decreasing the Anchorage Native arrest

. .
rate.20 .

- ---iI
.1. The Anchorage spcial service system has, dho very

limited adaptation to the problems confronting tiii:iln Natives.
Despite the accelerated urban migration of Natives in the 1960's
and 197p's, Anchorage .agencies have not joined in planningih6w to `address the' probl associated with Natiyes' urban
ransition. Nor have individu 1

k
agencies generally adapted their

ograms to meet the needs of urbai Native migrants. This is
no really surprisin , it is common knowledge that bureaucra-
cies are rigid a resist criange unless jolted by forces external
to th selves.\ : '

18For an\nalysis of Native drinking patterns, see Gerald-II 4crreman,,
"Drinking Pattrns of the Aleuts," Quarterly Journal of Studies rn Alcohol
17. (September i956):503-14; and Dorothy M. Jones1;11 Study of Social
and Economic Pro\blems in Unalaska, an Aleut Village (Ann'Arbor: Univer-
sity Microfilms: 1970), pp. 176-78. f -.

19Alaska Department of Health and Social. Services, fickof Alcohol-
ism, A Survey of Public Offenders II: A CoMparison of Ethritc,Groups
(Juneau: 1970), p. 26. ): a

20Alaska Department of Health and Social Services, Division Of Correc-
tions, Booking Profile Notes, November 1973-February 1974 (Juneau:
1974), p. 2. 7
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And indeed, external pressures have Nat been sufficient to
render the Anchorage social service system more responsiiie to
urban Nativep. One reason is the nonassertive personality
disposition of many Natives. This is especially true of Aleuts
and Eskimos yvho place the highest priority on avoiding' ton-
flicts and direct confrontations. Living with a northern Eskimo
fjnlily for 18 months, Briggs identified avoidance of conflict
andontrol of temper as cardinal virtues.21 Veniaminov, an
early ethnographer of Aleuts, pointed out that the Aleut lan-
guage did dot. contain a single derogatory term and Aleuts

tame profoundly disturbed when receiving an undeserved
roach.22 With very little formal authority in their villages,

Eskimos and Aleuts 'havkiinternalNed norms regarding-flict
v.

avoidance', and have evolved very effective iechniques for
'.naanaging hoptility and conflict by informal and indirect means
such as communication through a third person and sensitivity to
such ilibtle nonverbal cues as a -gesture or tffe flash of an eye.
Athabascans show' the same tendency to avoid 'conflict, al-
thOugh their,ititernalization of conflict avoidance norms appears
less strongly developed ,because they have generally ,relied on
formal autli6V 'to resolve disputes.23 Natiire clients of social
agencies, then, are not prone to protest agency ufiresponsiveneps
either by individual or collective action. 'The' welfare rights
organizatiorCin Anchorage, for example; has virtually no Native

r Members. k

Another reason external pressures have not ydt been strong
enough significantly increase agencies' responsiveness to

21Jean Lz. Briggs, Never in Anger: 'ortrait of an Eskimo Family
(Cambridge:Haryard University Press, 197 , pp. 328-29.

H. Dali, Alaska and Its Reso rces (Boston: Lee and Shep-
herd, 1870), p, 392, citing Veniaminov.

23Arthur E: Hippler, 'Alaskan ethnograph , personal communication,
Novanber 1973.

a
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Natives' needs is that the Natives' major organizational spokes-
man, the regional organizations, have been preoccupied with
legal and political struggles ever their-land rights. Native organi-
zations are a relatively recent development in Alaska, prolifera-
ting in the mid-1960's when threats were posed to their land
rights. Since the passage of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act in 1971, Native organization ave been preoccupied with.
defending their benefits. They have been involved in legal
actions, to clarify arnbiguitie in and violation5 of the act,
organizing them§elves and th villagesthey'repr(41 it as corpora-
. -

tions, and addressing the sh rtage of trained Native personnel to
run their: organizations. s they :have made progress in these
efforts, they have. incre ingly turned their attention to Native
health and social servic rieeds,o4anizing several health associa-
tions, operating sev al social service programs in Anchorage,
and pressuring esta lished aenc4s for greater responsiveness to
Natives' needs. 'though they !lave won several concessions
from the agenci s, the recency of their efforts and the multiple
demands u o their organizations have prevented them from
exerting pr ure strong enougti to significantly change the

Anchorage o' al service ,systeinis Thus, Anchorage Natives must
deal with a elatively conventional; inflexible system that has
shown o ly minimal adaptation4o their needs.

I



CHAPTER 3

CHARACTERiSTICS OF THE SOCIAL SEYICE
:SYSTEM AND IMPACT ON CLIENTS

As me tioned; I shall focus on the characteriitics of the
so'cial' seryi e system that seem to have the ,inost destructive
consequen s for, clie : fragmented services, underfunded
setifIces, irresponAle eferral practices, ladk of knowledge,
about. Natives, lack o expectations for evaluating- agency
effectiveness, and,,the ritualization of interagency planning.

.

-.Whites predorhinate in the staffing of Anchorage social
. .

agencies. Of the 27 age cies iril, my sample, only =three are
/ ..

tt,
Native-run; one is black-run; the res are run by whites. Only
one hite-run agency has \\a Nativ admim trato;, an older
person with many years experience wth the ncy. Except for

,.
' ) - ,those in Na e-run social agencies, J11ut t Hof he social.,

. f workers in th sample aretnon-Native.

Six agenbies in the sample provide services clusively for .
Natives: the three Native-Tun social agencies, Bure u Of Indiatv
Affairs, Indian Health Services, and the Dep. ent Of Defense AR.

Project Hire. Trt-rii,serve all ethnic grou . .

. \,.... . .

Fragmentation of Services

cr.

I.

-4;

Unlike other public services, which are generally organized
, .

and regulated as ,public ocial services aie organized as°
if they were pitiate competitive b sinesses. As Rein pointed

0Q?"1.
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out, social welfare is the last bastion of entrepreneurship in the
U.S.anyone or any group can organize a social agency.24 And,
indeed, such a multiplicity of groups, organizations, and bur-
eaus have initiated social service programs that the end result is
a chaotic patchwork of piecemeal, uncoordinated services.

Social service study commissions as well as administrators
and social workers, decry fragmented services., asserting the

'impossibility of helping clients when addressing only a small
Vece of them. Yet fragmented services persist decade after
decade, with no sign of reform in sight.

,
While fragmented organization of services reflects larger

social processes than those within the realm of control by social
service bureaucrats, its persistence can be attributed in part to
bureaucrats' career and organizational interests. Social agejacy
administrators generally enter their field because of an interest
in the public good. This interest leads them to oppose frag-
mented organization of services; which they see as a major
impediment to their helping goals. But their public service
interests often conflict with -their career and organizational
interests. For instance, -tliey frequently advocate and join in
planning to integrate and rationalize social services (and thereby
overcome fragmentation),-but when this planning threatens their
own organizational domains, they generally oppose it (an issue
that I shall elaborate later). Bureaucrats' persistence in opposing

, efforts to integrate and rationalize social services suggests that
they place a higher priority on 'career than public servicrgo#1s.

,

Fragmented services assure bureaucrats of -their organizational
positions and of a larger market for administrator jobs. If
multiple fragmented services were ,consbli_dated into a smaller .

umber...of...administrative structures, then the Market for social

24Martin Rein, Social Policy: Issues of Choice and ChangUiNew York:
Random House:1970), p. 58. 40:
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work administrators would shareily. decline. Thus, the career
goals of social work administrators are no different from those
'of 'managers in private business. Social, work ,administrators
often enter thekfield for idealistic reasons and then become
career - oriented bureaucrats who subvert their own original
impulses-in the interests of their- careers.. In such ways, an
irratidnakstructure becomes perpetuated.

Fr*mentation of services has repercussions throughout
the social service system, affecting other organizational struc-
tures, social 14iorkers' behavior,. and clients' adaptations.

s.
=

0,

Fragmentation and Funding, )

One consequence of fragmented organization of rvices is
a reduction in the amount of money available for dire eririces

to clients' There is, in the first place, only a finite amoun of
money available for social service programs, a,nd that amount s
genera_lly limited because a- considerable portion of taxpayers
.resist supporting programs that benefit persons they conside
lazy and worthless: the "I pulled myself up by, my own b ot-
straps so why can't they?" attitfide. The limited amount of
money is further compromised by tlieneed to divide it among a
multitude of fragmented social services, each with its own

administrative structure. If there were only several administra-
tiVe structures providing comprehensive social services instead
of multiple service& with rritiltiplt administrative structures,
then clearly a great deal- more money, would be available for
airect services to clients.

!Every Anchorage social agency administrator I inter- .

viewed, save one, bitterly complained about underfiklancing,
naming it as a central frustration; and asserting tlistfli some
cases it resulted in further. _shaying3he. fragment of-service they 7
provide,, For example, the state mental hygiene clinic is so
underfur1ded it can afford, only two staff members and has, had
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to cur its services from treatment largely to intake. The state
housing authority claims that becauk of underfunding-it has
more people on its waiting list thAn*cupying its ld cost
housing mits., Thus, fragmented services are generally inade-
quate services, lacking the resources to meet the needs even of
those eligible for a particular fragment:

ra mentation andthe Refer .I Bounce
; - -

'ecause services are fragniented and inadequate-social '
.

wor ers face the continual necessity of either denying services.'
outri or referring clients to *other, usually eijually,-
mented service. Social workers generally choose.to- clients:

-..-,---_
to other agencies, even: though they _recognize that this course

, ... _:-,,, :
frequently generates 'a futile' bouncing_ oft:client's from" one
inadequate service to another. As one .social worker aptly

, .

describedthe process: - . _ . .... .. . . ..
.

I see my clients several tiknes, then refer- them to ,another
agency ...the other agency sees them once or twiceithen/
either refers them back to us or to a, third agency. The ihir:d
agency usually follows the sine course, referring the client to -
us, the second agency, or the fourth. We call it the ref.tral -'

-.
bounce. ,-

.

Both social workers and a mistrators. justify this irre-
sponsible referral practice by conceitiirig of themselves as "agen-
cies of last resort," which means that they themselveg do not A 7`

provide services unless all other community resources are
exhausted. The rub is that what agencies consider a community

..
resource may be so in narde only or .may be so limited that it ':
must turn away the bulk of.applicants. An example is the ten-
dency of social agencies to refer client's who need counseling to

, the state mental hygiene cjinic,,,,,,while the clinichas no recourse .."---
but to bounce the client to yet another agency. The use of the
",agency of last resort" concept protects social workers and
)dministrators from having to face more directly the reality that

. .
. *.t heireferral bounce is often a disguised , rejection.

4 1.4'.- (
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To further protect themselves from knowledge.about the
Inadequacies of their services, social workers frequently fail to
follow through on referrals. They often- explain this failure in
terms of excessive administrative demands for paper work. A
counselor in a manpower training program said:-

If a client needs just a ne
three or fotir pages of paper
that there are days when I
clients, let alone follow thro

pair of shoes, I have to fill out
I have so many reports to make
on t even have time to see any
h on refe

Requirements Jor paper work reach extreme
public we e agencies as the remarks of this
indidate:

roportians in
social worker

hav 1 out regular ioims everyda , plus a daily-ton-
. .tact- re pins a_ minute .by minute. accouircif one day's

. activitierevery. iiiiarter. If the forms- are not made out right I
have to redolhent. It consumes so much of my time that I can-

Only ,skim the surface viith. Clients, handling most thingi by
: - phone ind limiting myself to emergency situations. Time for

follow through on referrals seems never to be available. .

excessive involvement in paper work serves.a
function by keeping social workers too busy to closely

. - .

scrutinize their roles with clientsAut.it also promOtes thereler-
rat bounce in' another way. While social workers. ritualize and
rationalize Some of the painful' realities of agency inadequacies,

-t- :'they do 'rid rest easily with this resolution. They alsO have a
_ = 'StiOnge-wish..to help. clients, acrd excessive demands of paper

work cause them considerable frustration. Many social workers
avoid this nistratipn,by- Isotleggingn a fee long-term cases

7for''kvhich they bend regulations and invest themselves to the
-utmost. In this way, social workers can feel that they at least
help a fevi clienti: But since time for "bootlegged" cases must
be stolen from other clients, this practice creates pressures for
increased reliance on the referral bounce for the majority of
clients.

onn
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- Cial workers' efforts to avoid harsh and "thoughtless
referrals, however dedicated, -are at best palliatiie i*cause the
system of referral botuice is a' prodtict of fragmented and
inadequate services.

Consequences of Fragmented Services for Clients

A. majority of clients in my sample complained bitterly
about the deprivation associated with fragmented services, but
about a third_ of the clients did not feel frustrated, or under-
'Mined by it; in fact they did not perceive the system as flag-
mented. Many in this group considereds.services beneficial.
These positive experiences occurred under, certain' condi-
tions: the clients-had a short4hermlneed4or a single service, the
agency service coincided with the need, and the agency social
worker chose to make the service available. In some instances,
two other conditions obtained: clients had alternative resources
to supplement those of- the agency and they had attributes that
attracted special interest by the social worker. Sophie's experi-
ences with the Bureau of Indian Affairs illustrate the operation
of these conditions: (All names are fictitious.)

Sophie was an unmarried pregnant Eskimo woman in her early
twenties "with a sUccessfal work history. She applied to the
Bureau for.short-term financial assistance when her pregnancy
became too advanced to. work. Sophie had dearly decided to\ keep the baby. so she had na need, of counseling services.
Nonetheless,' the social worker apparently took a special
,interest in Sophie; giving considerable time and aMtion to
her problems and artanginj to see her by appointment rather
than the usual practice of having clients appear at the office to
sit in the waiting doom until called. The social worker gave
Sophie an option between two plansto live in a home for
unwed mothers or to maintain her own apartment with a
Bureau stipend "of $202 a month. Sophie chose the latter.
When an agency error caused a long delay in Sophie's check,
she was not distressed; she could and did turn to relatives for
Yelp:Sophie considered the Bureau service Very helpful.

o
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:

For .most of the other clients in the sam e, fragmented
services had more harmful > effects. Many, of the Native mi-
grants had no place to turn for help but the soma agency. When
that one%source of help bounced them from agency to agency,
frequently. in an irresponsible fashion, or offered grossly inade-
quate help, the experience was profoundly dehumanizing,
making the clients feel worthless,and insignificant.

Some Native clients respond to this deprivation and
humilation with extreme acts. a. Marie's story is an
eitample.0 --

After-wandering around the country orthree years with her
husband; -Anna Marie-,- 22-yearzol. Alaska Native woman,
became- convinced that be would er settle down and pro-
vide a gable home for their two ,/ildren, ages two and one.
She left him, returning to p nd settling in Anchorage!
With a high schOol education d secretarial training, she
rather quickly found a job as a fi clerk. She rented the cheap-
est apartment she could find in Anchorage for $178 a month

. (the cost of living in AnchOrage is the highest in the nation,
save for several other places in Alaska.)

After havirig moved around from place tcplace her entire life,
Anna Marie dedicated herself to giving her childiert a perman-
ent arici stable home. She felt she was accomplishing this goaL

her baby sitter quit and she was unable to find a replace-
inent. . .

She resigned her job and sought help at the social service
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. When the social

Iworker learned that Anna Marie's husband was white, she re-
fused assistance, explaining that their regulations prohibit
granting aid to Native women married to white men (BIA
regulations ao not prohibit aid to Native rain married to white
women). The social worker then referred4Anna Marie to the
Bureauri-lducation branch,- which has no prohibition-against
beneflasto Native women married 14 whitelaen. The director
of the education branch said he could help Anna Marie if she
entered a training program. 'But don't want training," she
objected. " I want money to tide me over until I can find a
baby sitter and a job._I went to support my children:" The

. ons3' '15,

.
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director of the education branch referred Anna Marie back to
the social worker in the social service branch, and the latter
referred Anna Marie to state welfare.

To apply for welfare assistance, Anna Marie had to walk with
the two small children roughly three miles to the welfare
eligibility office. Sitting on a dilapidated folding chair in a
darkish, dingy office, she waited several hours to. be called,
only to be given a application form and,told to return with it
the following day. While walking the, three riffles with the
children the following day, she wondered what she would'have
done if this emergency had occurred in the bitter cold of the
Alaskan winter. This day, after another several hours wait, she
Was told that she had forgotten one. of the receipts needed to
prove her need and would have to return again. The following
day her application was processed. After Anna Marie answered
multiple questions about the most intimate details of her life,
many of which embarrassed and shamed her, the welfare office
gave her the maximum Aid to Families with Dependent Child-
ren grant for a mother of two preschool children, $175 a
month (in July 1974, this maximum grant for a mother of two
children was increased to $300 a month). Anna Marie gasped,
"but my rent alone exceeds that amotart:".The welfare eligi-
bility worker was so ere was nothing he could do but
refer ber to the f state low cost housing offices.

The housing counselor at Alaska State Housing Authority
informed Anna Marie that there was anindefinite wait for. lovi
cost }laming and thatthe waiting list was growing daily:Later;

' the agency administratoi told me that recent budget cuts were
forcing them to rent their low cost units to people at the top
of the low income bracket who could pay a larger share of the
rent than welfare recipients. So even without the long waiting
list, Anna Marie's chances for low cost housing were slim.

Anna Marie turned over her first welfare check in foto to her
landlord, then applied for food stamps. After lengthy and
complicated calculations, the worker charged her $10 for food

'stamps. "But I don't have $10. my welfare check is less than
my monthly rent," Anna Marie protested. The worker said be
was sorry, but those were the regulations.

Despairing of any source of help, Anna Marie bought a bottle
of aspirin, hoping they would help her escape into a few hours

0 :14.
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.,.. '-' ... : of sleep that afternoon. She left the bottle of aspirin on her
dresser where her 2-year-old child found them and took an
;overdose:The child recovered after emergency treatment at
the Indian Health Servi6e hospital.

Anna Marie was desllndent. She felt like an abysmal failure,
incapable oPM--a-naging erflife o wising her children. She
slashed'her wristsrr. .

...iz ,

I met Anna Marie shortly after this in the psychiatric ward
I ..._

of the Indi Health Service hospital, the fifth social agency she
-ea ' , had dealt with in less than a 2-month period. Each of these.:. ,.
%:'',...::

...". agencies /had referred her, denied her service outright, or ad-
.8, dre-u..ed just a fragment.of her need.,NOne of the agencies had

r-1-1,.'.
followed through on their referrals. t,

29

_

;

I do not mean to attribute Anna Marie's suicide attempt
wholly to the social service system because her background
experiences also nay have played a part: But I do mean to
suggest that agencies made a substantial contribution to the
events that led to 'Anna Marie's suicide attempt: Her response is
not uncommon in my Sample; 12 percent of the clients (six of
fifty) adrhitted suicide attempts, and, these, appeared 'to lie
-related, in part, to their agency experiences. This proportion is
probably even larger considering that many respondents may ,

have been reluctant to confess 'suicide attempts. Those who
volunteered such information usually did so in the second or
third interview, and all expressed shame about it.

Other clients respond to fragmented and inadequate ser-
vices by separating themselves from the agencieix This was
especially evident among some Natives in alcoholic rehabilita-
tion programs, which they do not tend to perceive as social
agencies. In explaining why,she avoids social agencies, an Indian
woman in an alcohol rehabilitation program said:

They push you here and they push you there, and they don't
help and they don't care. Social workers keep Their, jobs
whether they help you or not.

410 :4 5
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An Eskirho man in the same facility said:

r- would rather be a Fourth Avenue bum thud ever again go to
a social worker. ,,,

Clients who submit -to the fragmented and inadequate
social services often must find ways to manipulate the system in
order to survive. For example, one client deliberately showed
up at the Bureau of Indian Affairs office after 4:30 p.m. when
she knew the social workers had left and &id such a poignant

not"sob" story 'to the secretaries still on thity that they dared not
refuse her emergency assistance. She said:

i

If the social workers had beerCthere, they ;probably would have
put me through an inquisition and then -refused help.

,.
An official in public welfare, keenly aware that the way

the system is organized ar operated forces clients' to- 'm anipu=
late it, vehemently declared:

t
Our' services are so inadequateetha they drive wome o
prostittition, topless dancing, lying, cheating, any me ns to
survive.

Anna Marie's, case. and these incid nts illustrSte s
the ways that fragmented and inadeq to services and s 's

efforts to adapt to and rationalize th m result in promoting
client suicide attempts, lying, cheati g, PPo§titution, and -in
driving people without alternatives o t of the 'system where
they may have no place to turn but th Fourth Aventie drinking
subculture. In these ways, the social service system, unwittingly
or not, contribdtes to psychologically and socially deviant
adaptations by clients.

The Mystique of Expertise

It is widely known that social agencies lack a knowledge
base for rehabiliting the poor; that knowledge base is even more

. Mr 6 .
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deficient for urban Natives. Social work and psychiatric training
provide little relevant background; and -viritially, no Native-;
serving social agency in Anchorage furnishes staff training in
cross-cultural understanding on a consistent basis.25 In part,
this reflects the lack of content for such training; social and
psychological theories about American ndians are not
enough developed to provide a foundation for expertise in the
treatment and rehabilitation of Natives.

Considering that most social workers enter their field
because of an interest in helping people, I wandered why, in the
absence,of a firm body of knowledge, they did 4ot turn to their
clients for an understanding of Native people. All the social
workers I interviewed have considerable contact with NatiVe
clients. Yet, I found this practice to be nearly nonexistent;
social workers-simply do not view clients as a reliablesource for '
information about Native culture. The reason for'this, tbefieve,.

F

is that reliance on clients for information about theniselves
,

( would 'expose the social workers' lack .of expertise. This does
not mean that social workers are dissembling wieti they assert
an interest fn helping clients, but that other values also influ-
ence their actions. Friedson addresses this Issue in an msightftili
analysis of professional values:

The occupation being the source of 'focus of this commitment,
the individual is naturally concerned with the prestige of the
occupation and its position in the class structure and, in the
market place. Thus empirical studies of undergraduate aspir-- ants to the major professions find them to be,not only inter-,
ested in helping people .. but also interested in the
inconle and prestige they expect from' their_ piofessional
careers. Stich findings seem taXelie dedication and are4treated

25There are some exceptions to this. Alaska Psychiatric Inkute has
involved its staff in-tollecting and dismissing data collected by stiff from
field trips to Native villages. Other agencies may givg, an occasional seminar
or workshop on cross-culturill relationships.
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by many analysts of professions with either silence or em-
, barassment.26

I found that it was not only a question of the operation of
both sets of values but of the priority social workers assign
them. While the majority of social workers it my sample com-
plained bitterly about the many constraints frustrating their
helping goals, when I asked why they remained on their jobs,
they generally Avays referred to satisfactions gained from re-
latively high salaries 'and occupational position. Clearly, those
who remain in the system give higher priority to career interests
than to helping clients when these two goals conflict. Since
advancing their. careers requires promoting he prestige and
reputation of their profssions, social workers tend to perpetu-
ate the mystique of, expertise rather than to help clients when
such help threatens to expose.the mystique.

I

Since' social workers', occupational po'sition and status,
indeed, the very marketability of their skills, rests on claims to
professional expertise, they face a dilemma. How, in the ab-
sence of technical expertise, do they prove ,their claim to it.
They must assert their expertise not only to maintain their
occupational position and status but also to achieve an inner
sense of coherence and integration, which requires resolving this
dilemma.

One of the chief ,means social.workers use to resolve this
dilemma is to substitilt ide ogy for technical expertise; they
tend to interpret Nativ s' problems and behavior from their
own white middle glass cu al perspective. This cultural bias in
social work 'has been widel recognized. For example, Brager
and Barr wrote:

-) le

26Eliot Friedson, professional Dominance: The So-Cial' Structure of
Medical Care (New York: Atherton Press, 1970), p.153.
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The technology of social ork like that of other educative
Professions is culturally ound and inflexible. The profession,
inevitably
professions_

an operated by middle claw persons, has
failed to Take into count not only the differing needs but the
differing style o ow income persons.27

33

Social workers showed no reluctance to discuss their
.

interpretations of Native culture and behavior, but most talked
about it in pejorative terms as deviations from their-own cul,
ture, the superiority of which few questioned. Even some of the,
counter-culture staff members did not question-thiweriority
of dominant society values regarding work, time, and money.
Only one social worker, a black, emphasized the strengths of
Native culture; he placed special emphasis on Natives' high
valuation of family closeness, cooperation, sharing, and mutu
aid. Most of the rest saw Natives only through th wn cul-
tural lenses as the following quotes illustrate:.

Natives have no long range goals. They don't understand any-
thing about planning for the future.

Natives don't understand the world of work. They don't
Understand our orientation to time, they have no clock
Orientation; they don't even have much experience, most have
never dohe anything but fish.

Natives have been improperly socialized; they haven't 'even
been socialized to drink properly:

Natives have no psychological awareness; they don't know
how to verbalize or express their emotions.

The use of these culturally biaspd generalizations serve not
only to convince social workers that they are knowledgeable

27George A. Brager and Sherman Barr, "Perceptions and Reality: The
Poor Man'ski..View of SOciat Services," in Community Action Against
Poverty: Readings from. Mobilization Experiences, ed. George A. Brager
and Francis Purcell (New Haven: College and University Press, 1967), p.
80.
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about Natives and Native culture, but also that Natives are not a
reliable source of information about themselves. Part and-parcel
of the social worker's cultural bias is the belief that Natives are
social and, psychological cripples. This belief effectively dis-
credits Natives as sources for information about their culture. In
the few instances I Imewfog iitswhich Natives volunteered feed-
back about their sociaP,agepty expliences, social workers
ignored it. For exarnplkSimeone, an Aleut resident of an
alcoholic rehabilitation ,ceriter,:'and a very articulate, assertive
persori, told staff menib#2s Aut practices he found culturally
alienative such as the expeCtation to directly expose actions and
feelings about which he Wiistcashamed. I, later asked one of the
counselors in the faciliti4out his and other counselors re-
sponses to SimeonFsiOlifidOce. He answered: t

It doesn't matter what they.[Native clients] say, because our
central task is to teach them low to verbalize and express '
emotions; nothing can deter us from that.

The point here-is not whetheT.Simaone's ideas about effective
treatment were ,right- or wrong, but that the staff ignored them.

Social workerS,:use other devides to insulate themselves"

against client feecaack. They require clients to meet therm on
their turf where agency and social workers' rules, definitions,
and interpretations of problems prevail. Under these circum7
stances, there \islittle opportunity for social workers to learn,
about Nativee-Iiistory, attitudes, urban adjustment problems,
how they behav,e a natural setting such as their homes (most
home visits are for the ptirpose of investigation), and how
Natives, feel about agencies' services and social Workers' be-
havior. This type of social worker control over interaction with
clients has become, so habitual that it operates nearly auto-
matically and social workers have tome to think of it as natural
rather than as a.,sYstem for insulation. The Pervasiveness of this

-insulation- was revealed to a social worker aft& she was jolted
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4 out of this pattern o interaction. When accompanying a Native
client to a meeting, she was surprised to discover the many
subtle, demeim ing ways Natives are socially exclUded in `anfinterracial s situation. For- the past 10 years that she had
worked with tive clients, she had been largely unaware,ofthis
painful realityn'the everyday lives of Natives. -, .

In addition to insulating themselves from client-sources of
information,., social workers also tend to aVfirm their expert
status by socializing clients to a role of humble supplicant.
Social Workers- achieve "this by treating clients in degradi
ways. In. his ;study of total institutions, Goffman present
compelling evidence to show that patients in mental hoipi
are exposed to a pervasive process of 'mortification which
involves stripping them of their 'rfghti, possessions, affirmations,
satisfactions, and derens.es.28 While 4ess extreme in most of the
agencies I studied, I o erved a similar process of.mortification.
Social workers delve i to the most intimate details of ,clients'
fives; for

aexaMple, tIley may question clients about their sex
9 lives and last menstrual period. They tend to impugn clients'

veracity by detective-like probing, an approach encouraged by
administrators who are concerned abOut the cautious distribu-
tiot wof resources. To weed out ineligibles, 'social workers ques-
tion and, demand proof or clients' allegations, and in 'some

instances, spy on elients by seeking information about them
from neighbors and °Other agencies. Clients are humiliated by.
these practices as the following quotes show:

They asked me Over and over again and time after time why I
left my husband and I told them because he was living with
another woman. They didn't believe me. That was the hardest
part for me. It blew my mind. I couldn't believe what was
happening. They tore up my pplication right in front of any

oil

28Erving Goffman, Asylums: Essays on the Social Situations of Mental
Patients and Other Inmates (Garden CO, New York: Anchor Books,
1961), p, 35.
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eyes andthrew it in the trash. They didn't believe a word I
said ,.. (These experiences) made me suspicious about people.
I decided I had to test everyane because you have to be leery
about who to trust.

They make you feel like a beggar..ICeep asking questions like
why aren't you working, why aren't you this, why aren't you
that. Don't they know if we didn't need help we'wouldn't be

mthere. We Eskimos aren't beggars. Oh when we're drunk
we beg, but only froea.ch other. Why do they want to make
us feel so low down.

Sochil, workers think all Eskimos are dumb or drunks. They
treat you that way even before theyknow you, always telling
you:what to do as if we can't figtire tit out for ourselves. And if
you don't do what they tell you,Ithen they threaten you, told
me if I didn't go for treatmenrthey would send me to jail, so I
went to treatment where they told me if I didn't cooperate
.more they would send meo jail. c

If -clients want agency services, they learn to, sUbinit to these
mortification processes and act the role of humble supplicant.
Most social workers' image of the ideal client is one who does

.not complain and who shows'appreciation. Such clients pose no
threat to the worker's self-image as expert.

Jam:t4

Mystique of Expertise and the Elialuation Hiatus
'14= ,

,Clearly, since social.workers lack expertise, they and their
agencies cannot risf syitenatic'evaluation Of their efforts. Local
agencies and their parent organizatiOn depend as much as social
workers on the claim to professional expertise their legitima-
tion and financial support hinge on it. Any systematic investiga-
tion of the effects of social services on clients threatens to
expose the mystique of expertise. Consequently, an absence of.
expectations and requirements for systematic evaluation of
'social work success with Cents pervades the social service
system at all (Manpow and training agenEies are excep-
tions; although their evaluat ns a& limited to ..records of

. .
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numbers of e rallees, placements, 'completions, and dropouts,
and include vir uallY no follow -up.) r

37

This is not t 'suggest that agencies evaluate no aspects of
their work, but rather than evaluating the-effects of their ser-
vices on clients, ageikcies evaluate things as budget manage-
ment, number of recipients, anctlise of staff time. These criteria
serve as symbols of sti cess which cover up the reality of wide-
spread failure. In some instance', the activities,whichsre erlu- .

ated as criteria of succe s are those,which pose-direct obia4les
to helping clients. In an lyzing statistical record. keepingtin a
state employthent agent Blau points out the powerful in-

. fluence these evaluation cr eria have on workers' IfelliiiZancl
some of the dysfunctions of hese criteria.29

One such instance of d function is apparent in current
evaluation practices in public welfare where error rates are a
central criterion for evaluatin: workers' performance. The
emphasis on error rate stems fr m federal government surveil-
lance of state

0
welfare agencies (quality control) involving

periodic investigations of errors i eligibility determinations.
The discovery, of errors in case ope ings that exceed the allow-
able 3.5' percent ratevcan result in t e loss to the state of about
$40,000 in federal matching-funds f. each error." This evalu-
ation criterion applies not onlyclo. eligibility workers who make
the decision on applications, but lso o social service workers Jo

who must report,,any change in clien circunlistances to the;
eligibility worker. While constrained b law from conducting

40;

29 eter M. Blau, The.DyPamics of Bureauc cy: ,A Study of Inter-
per onal Relations in TwoGovernraent Agencies, Revised Edition, (Chi

o: University,of Chicago Press, 1963)4p. 36-55.
30 Fred Smith, Ailika Dep,artment of *:Health, nd Social Services,

Division of Family and Children Servidec-personai mmunication, July
1973.
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direct investigations Of reqpietits, such as seeking information
. about a client from a bank or neighbor, an implicit injunction

to :catch chiselers" operates amongi both social workers and
eligibility Workers. This emphasis on 'error rate generates social

worker, attitudes of suspicion toward recipients and leads them

to act aggressively in their attemptS to trap clients. By applying

this evaluation criterion .to social workers' performance, agen-

cies create pressures for social workers to behave in alierlative

whys that clearly undermine their helping goals. /

Whether or not agencies provide financial assistance; staff
inembers are generally evaluated on use of their time:1n;state
agencies, Staff members must keep, records of numbers of phone
calve, memos, letters, conferences, and client contacts. They are
also evaluated in terms of grooming, staff relAtio_and quality
-of work. The "quality of work" criterion usualliNtmetions
ritualistically. Supervisors were generally unable to articulate
the criteria they apply to evaluate quality of work, and they
became uncomfoitable and at,times angry when prelbed on this

tyRical reply Was:
.

Weil, it depends ono the worker, on his strengths and weak-
. .nesses. You have to get a feel of the person.,1 can't tell you

what criteria I use. ..

.
I encountered not a single instance in which supervisors
systemp431) evaluated quality of work in terms of workers'

a°
success wit clients. ,Thus, while busily engaged in the act of
evaluating, agencies void, the central test o their wortn=
success with clients.

1

I do not mean to minimize the obstacles to evaluating
social service effectiveness. Agency objectives are often intan-
gible or stated in such global term that they belie measure-
ment. It is difficult to select indicators of success. Is an oho-

.
lic who, increases his sobriety cycle from 3 days tokwe s a
success? Is the piace ent of a child abused, by 'his parents in n
inadequate roster ho e a favorable outcome? Is the placeine t

a
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of a seasonally employed Native on-aa demeaning year-round job
a successful outcome? But-the .existence of technical obstacles
only explains .why evaluations of social service success are dif-
ficult, not why agencies do not try to overcame these obstacles
and devise as adequate systems of evaluation as possible.

The most compelling explanation for agencies', resisiancv
to evaluating the success of their efforts is fear of exposing
multiple failures. Although few .administ tors or social workers

_acknowledge this fear, I found abun an. evidence of it on a
covert level. When I asked administra rs and staff about their
evaluation systems, I entou. r ered onsiderable.defensiveness; I
found this question to be more sensitive than any others'.
Several informants abruptly changed the subject when I asked
abOut their evaluation systems. One responded 1py jumping from
his chair and- making tea, then inviting another staff member to
join us, and the issue was lost.. Several others replied, "I don't
believe -in- using-- figures or statistics where human beings are
concerned," and they said this in an accusatory tone of voice, as
if I Niere- suspect for asking the question: Still others charged me
outright with having asked. a loaded question. 'There was other
evidence: staff members gave more contradictory informationry
on this issue- Ulan on any other; the assertions of some adminis-
trators and staff members about evaluations and agency effec-
tiveness were vigorously, contradicted by others as well as by
clients.

In short, the evaluation hiatus in social services, that is, the
avoidance of assessing success wits. clients., piotects social
workers and administrators from equating directly with their
deficient technical knowledge. It also protects them from
exposures that could jeopardize their professional standing and
organization funds. In these ways the evaltlation hiatus masks
agency pathologies.

Consequences of the Mystique of Expertise for Clients

The mystiqua of expertise findi expression in the substi-
tuting of culturally biased conceptions for genuine understand-
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ing, discrediting of Natives as sources of information or feed-
back, socializing Natives to a stigmatized status, and avoiding
evaluations that could serve as a basis for correcting these
agency pathologies-.

These practices often have devastating, effects on clients.
About one-third of the clients in the sample exhibited social
and psychological pathologies that could be attributed in part
to their mortifying experiences with agencies.

Cultural biases often give rise to agency policies and prac-
tices that consistently undermine Natives' sense of worth and
integrity. Consider the Alaska State Housing Authority regula-
tion prohibiting visjts to tenants that extend beyond 2 weeks.

John, an older Eskimo resilient of a low cat housing unit do
Anchorage, was baffled at trying to figure out how to handle
an anticipated visit by his mother. liovr could he tell her to
leave after 2 weeks when traditional village hospitality entails
open-ended welcome. This same regulation forced him to
refuse a request for a home from his daughter's high school
friend from the same village. This girl bad become Very de-
pressed in her white boarding horde. John was-eager to give her
a home but housing regulations forbid it. Shortlyv-af.
learned this, she dropped out of school and re
village.

This regulation runs counter to e very basis of Eakirno
norms regarding hospitality and to the system of mutual obliA-
tions. Rather than building on such strengths in Eskimo culture,
public housing policies disregard. and even degrade them, de-
priving an Eskimo like John of even the oppohtmity to actively
transmit these positively valued traditions to his children, and
of course, depriving John of a basis on which his self-esteem and
sense of pride depends.

.

White -run alcoholic rehabilitation facilities in Anchorage
provide other illustrations of culturally biased practices. Many

little awareness of cultural dif-
uted to drinking. In many Native

workers. in these
egence in the
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villages, drinking has become a dominant symbol of group
solidarity. This is quite apparent in the Aleutians, the .culture
area with which I am most familiar. After the Russians intro-
duced alcohol in the mid-eighteenth century and the same
period prohibited ceremonials, Aleuts appear to ave substi-
tuted the drinkingivoender for aboriginal ceremo es. Aleuts
drank to celebrate the end of fishing or hunting season, a -holi-
day, a name day, or simply when a batch of home brew ma-
tured. In the past drinking was seldom accompanied by violence
or other cOmmunly disruptions; nondrinking adults watched'
over the chikirennf drinkers. But when traditional-social struc-.

_tures anokinstittitions disintegrated as a consequence of white
contact, drinking becaine progressively less -controlled. Today
Aleuts, as, well as o er Natives, express ambivalent attitudes
toward drinking. On the one hand, it constitutes a primary .

symbol of group solid *ty; on the other, it threatens to incapa--
citate individuals from' performing social roles. The point here is
not whether the drinking represents a clear-cut positlie cultural
value to Natives, but that social' workers generally fail to under-
stand the meaning of drinking to Natives.

*

One difference in definition is that Natives usually do not
see drinking as comprising their total identity, whereas white _
professionals tend to define and .treat them as if it were. When
Natives are not drinking, they irprk or engage inuther activities,
and they view each other in terms of these activities. 'hi one

.
village I studied where chinking was widespread, villagers iden-

*Srtified only one of their nuinbef as aicholic. HOwever, when
Natives are found drunk on-Fourth Avenue, the Native drinking
,center in Anchorage, police frequently refer them to alcoholic
rehabilitation centers' where they are defined as alcoholics and
treated as if that were their totality.

-
k .4 Once in the treatment facility, in addition to being labelled

alcoholic; Natives,..may-..aLso be labelle4 et/ orally 'de.fective,
beCau.s they ;organize arfd 'manage their em -ons differently
front whit.4 professionals. Natives tend to place. a high vahie on

- -
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avoiding overt expressions of negative affect, usually managing-
such emotions in indirect and covert ways. Aleut cultural
nurms, for example, strongly disapprove'of complaining, worry-
ing, or dwelling on troubles. "Get up and do something" is the
common Aleut injunction to a complainer or worrier. Getting
drunk may be considered a more honorable way to handle
troubles than fretting or complaining. But most treatment facili-
ties, following the principles of insight therapy, expect direct
expression and exploration of emotions, especially anger, an
orientation that is allturally alien to many Natives. Those who
fail thig expectation are negatively sanctioned, usual in subtle
ways, and \-reated as if they are emotionally defecA. Simeone,
whO: I mentioned earlier in relation to giving the- agency
feedback about culturally alienative practices, said:

The women have it easier than we do. All they have to do is
sfied a few,tears to get the counselors off their backs. But we
have to lose our tempers or stand up publicly in front of
strangers'at AA meetings and demean ourselves by chest beat-
ing. That runs against our cultural grain. We have only a shred
of,pride left and hat wipes it out. 4'3

v
'To be labelled aleOholic aiWemotionally defective for behavior
that is acceptable in one's own culture is a, mortifying expe-ri-
ence; it is also dysfunctional for adjustment to one's own.. . .-cultural group. .

. . ,
I do not mean to deny file importance of drinking prob-

t

lems among Natilrk or to criticize agencies for addressing thtse
problems. Nor do I mean to imply that the culturallissue is th
only relevant one in the treatment of Native drinking problems.
Some of the dysf nctional features of alcoholism are universal.
But I do mean t t at treatment that fails to take into
acct Nati tural patterns and attitudes toward drinking,
is doomed from the outset. Furthermore, it creates additionall-.4-, ,

problems for Natwe drinkers by stigmatizing them and defining "2.
then in culturally alien ways. -.. , .

wit. ,.. ;

,. - .' .,....,..
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Examples of culturally biased definitions and practices
'appear to be flagrant in child welfare services. Some of the most
disturbed clients in my sample began their careers as agency
clients many years ago when they became victims of the un-
informed, culturally biased social work practice of removing
Itative children from their homes and villages. Indeed, the
afitction of Indian children by social agencies has reached

....:404dalons proportions 'nationwide:, In a ..recent survey the
Association on American Indian Affairg reported that in states
with large Indian _populations, 25 to 25 percent of all Indian
Children are- removed froni; their families and placed in foster

,:homes, adoptive homes, or institutions.31 I encountered this
practice in ari.Aleut village I studied, where Public welfare social

f workers, confusing- poverty and cultural difference with social
deprivation-4,and psychological abuse, removed 19 Native child-

re....iOn a 15-Month period.32- This represented nearly one-third
of tVOninor children in the Native community. In addition to
the trauma of being separated from their families, these children
face43,enforced migration to strange and distant places: Most of

'--

werO placed in urban foster homes and institu-,-
:practice affected 14 percent of my sample, -setting in

mOtibii,..A'-chOn of traurnatV ,events in their lives733 Here is

When-she was 5 years old, a public welfare social wdtker." 1-
ing her village removed Tatiana nd her seven siblings _from he
home while the parents were awa d ing ial worker

c

31 4.4itlffi'II _
n Indian Affairs, Inc., amily Def e,

.. ,,
-q-;,z- lijte -f 4li§s'Xs:??Piaktim Ameridan Indian Af s, Inc no 1 'inter

4, .0.1),
7,-, e '',, ,

';'., , 1:-.0,;).. Jones "Child' Welfare Problems, in an Alaskan Native
)4Viifage,"§ini0ervieefiebiew vol. 43, no. 3 (1969), pp. 297-309.

33
_

For a powerful journalistic' account of the plight of child custody
cases, see Lisa A: Richette/he Throwaway Children (New York: J.B.
Lippincott Co,, 19139).
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was apparently unaware that drinking is acceptable in many
Native villages and thatnondrinking adults - frequently keep an
eye on the children of drinking parents. In any event, when
the parents returned home that evening, they found the house
empty and no One in the village knew, the children's where-
Abuts. In response to thq parent's desperate plea on the short-
wave radio for information abotit the children, the public
welfare agency contact eg them, explaining that they iemoved
the children only ter racily and woad return them in
several weeks. Only one child was ever returned to the parents.
Another was given for adoption. Four were dispersed in
separate urban foster homes 'and institutions. Only two
remained together, Tatiana and her sister, placed in an urban
children's institution.

About 70 boys and girls, predominantly Native, lived in
Tatiana's institution. As it was isolated from the town, the
inmates seldom had tl+ chance' to socialize with town child-
ren: The Christian groy that ran the home was quite restric-
tive, prohibiting television, comics, and many other activities
in which ordinary children engage. .Tatiana and the other
children in thekhome,shareed burning desire to find out how
other '6-normal" children lived,. When the children reached their
'early teens, they began to rebel against tlfeir restrictive en-
vironment, frequently running away from the home to join
town children. There were so many runaways, Tatiana said,
that the home-was closed.'

Tatiana was then placed in a succession Of white foster homes,
but her needs were no better vet in these settings, and she
continued to run' away free honies,joining peers in the

...komn..34Wheil her social worker called her a tramp because of
her habitual running away, Tatiana said she decided to try to
convey to the woman what her life had been like. "I thought ,

she would help me if I could make her understand what it felt
like ,!o be taken from- my parents when I was five, separated
from my brothers and sisters, living apart from other kids my,
age in the town, and then forced to live in strange foster
homes that made me feel uncomfortable and frightened." But
Tatiana's efforts only angered the social worker who rejoined:

14

a.

34State regulations for foster homes, baled on middle class standards,
render a disproportionate number of Native hOmes ineligible for foster
care licenses.. 9
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"No excuses for your wildness, you are incorrigible." and she
promptly filed incorrigibility charges against 44-year-old
Tatiana.

Since there was no youth detention center in town, Tatiana
was placed in the adult prison to await court hearing.. Not only
frightened and bewildered, but ashamed to her core because,
although she didn't understand how she came to be considered
a criminal, she figured she must be rotten through and
through. Tatiana slashed her wrists. but this had no apparent
effect on hastening the court hearing'. Tatiana spent 5 months
in the adult prison- awaiting her hdring after which he was
sentenced ,to 17 additional months in 1a juvenile Correctional
facility in another state. n return to Alaska, although
no charges were pendi atiana was plaCed in an Anchorage
youth correctional facility.

Tatiana felt an uncontrollable rage. She began to fight her
peers, sometimes with knives, and spent most of her 7 months
there in solitary confinement. Then a probation officer took

It; special interest in her case and advocated and Won her release.

Now 17 years old, Tatiana moved in with her 19-yeanold sister
wh6 lived.in a'tiny apartment with a baby and a mate. Neither
Of the adults were employed:, Feeling she was in the way,
Tatiana a plied for welfare' assistance so she could rent her-

d-Sbe Was denied assistance because her gu'ardian (her
sister and only relative in town) was under 21 years of age.
Welfare regulations 'rohibit making payments to underage,
guardians, Tatiana th n appealed for help front ttie.Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA). The social worker said iT she had a job
they could help her with her first month's rent and the pur,-
chase of household items. Tatiana went ta.another agency
which placed her in a job, then advised the BIA:tjiat she now
had a job, The Bureau sooial worker told hei that they could
not assist her because she was now undp the jurisdiction of
the job placement agency, even thoah Egis,latter agency did
not provide-the services Tatiana was seeking from the Bureau.
So Tatiana moved in with her boyfrienctand shgrtlx` there-.
after attempted to stab him. 'IltianaVreatest tear is that her

N....sage will continue to break out in unconti011ed,Wayi.

45

Tatiana said that,e-f-the-j-0-ebildren with Wii,orn-shegrew...
ihe institution, all but five are alcohol or diiig addicts,
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some are prostitutes, and most have been in and out of jails. Of
the entire group, Tatiana said, she is the only one holding a
steady job.

Tatiana's story illustrates not only the effects of cultural
biases and demeaning practices associated with upholding the
mystique of expertise, but also of fragmented services and the
referral bounce. I am telling the full story-tot' Tatiana's experi-
ems with agencies to show how these features coalesce to
produce serious emotional problems In clients. c:

Tatiana's experiences, as well as thoSe of other clients,
show how the agencies tend to operate in self-fulfilling ways.
Because agencies, treat clients as worthless and mortify them,
clients come to behave in ways that fulfill agencies' preconcep-
tions and biases. In essence, agency pathologies become trans-
formed into individUal pathologies as clients internalize the
agencies' view of them.

Interagency Planning Rituals,

Interagency planning is often initiated precisely to oVer-
AMONcome some of the agency pathologies I have just discussed. The

goals of planning groups are to (1) integrate and coordinate
services, (2) evaluate services sufficiently to distinguish the

vz4-more frorn the less effective, (3) promote new services, and (4)
a

pool information, and, experiences in order to expand the limit-

ed-knowledge base. But the same forces that give rise to these
agency pathologies also operate as a pretre, to keep planners
from overcoming them.

Agency administrators and social w ers representing
4 administration are the 'primary participants in interagency

planning. Their actions in planning groups reflect the operation
of two sets of values. On,the one hand, they are committed to
the professiOnal goal of trying to increase the rationality of the

nn52
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social service system. This Commitment prompts them to,initi-
i

at0 nrio join in interagency planning. On the other hand, they
want to protect their own agency's jurisdiction. This ,,interes
frequently induces them to oppose efforts to rationalize ser-
vices. IndiVidual participants usually resolve this ambivalence by
placing highest ,priority panning goals when their own
agency jurisdiCtiOns are not threatened and highest priority on
career and organizational survival goals when their territories.are

-*endangered.3-y

This solulion7 however, gives rise to;a collective dilemma.
COnflictls inherent in the interagency planning situation, yet
conflict threatens the entire planning venture, the success of
which participants befieve requires harmony and' cooperation.
Planning participants generally handle this dilemma by avoiding
issues that seriously threaten group cohesion, focusing instead
on the less controversial and less important issues.36 This gives
planning procedures a ritualistic quality where participants go
through,the motions of planning with little consequence to the
existing organization and delivery of social services. IAshall
elaborate this process and its dynamics as I observed them in
the four planning groups with which the sample agencies were
most involved: Ad Hoc Comthittee on Child Abuse, Social

35 Among authors who underscore the pOwer of jurisdictional interests
in shaping planning efforts are: Harold B. Chetkow, "Some Factors
Influencing the Utilization and Impkt of Priority Recommendations in
Community Planning," Social Service Review vol: A1, no. 3 (September
1967),Iipp. 271.82,; and Peter Marris and Martin Rein, Dilemmas of Sbciai
Reform: Poverty and Community Action in the U.S. (New York: Ather-
ton Press, 1969).

36Bachra-ch and Baratz propose the concept "the non-decision" to
encompass the process in planning groups where power is exercised by
confining the scope of decision making to relatively. safe issues in Peter
Bachrach and Morton S. Barati, Power and Poverty: Thei.ry and Practice
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1970); ,

0 0 5 3
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Services Planning Group, Alcoholism Interagency Management
Group, and Anchorage Manpower Planning B

Jurisdictional Disputes

The very act of a planning council identifying inadequacies
in a service, let us say in agericy A; poses a threat to,gen. 4

tr.......254veAlthough members rigy..A: ma.* be well aware oT the.. =

eVraties an limitation& of their own service, they are
relu ant to be publicly -exposed fbr several reasons. First,

. public exposure carries the implication that workers delivering
the service are ine.pt.'Second, repeated public exposure could
,and has induced cou ils to recommend defunding of services.
This gccurred in the Alcoholism Interagency Management a

GrOup and the Manpower Planning Board. Third, exposing
inadequacies ilif a service prompts councils to promote the
establishment of supplementary services in another agency or to

-0
create a pew agency for this "'purpose. The new agency may
perform the service 1;etter than agency A -or it may assume
responsibility for related service's, in both, c- , threatening to

z
reduce agency A's jur. isdiction,

,
hus, plan ouncil meetings

are characterized by corn n an wit in individual
participants, reflecting th jncompati i1 ies between the
desire to improveckervices and their desire to prevent the es
lishrnent of new services that jeopardize xisting agency r1S-,

dictions.' . =...

.)1.`

The Ad Hoc Committee's meetings dramatically illustrated
this conflict. The CpirImittee'rs cential'aim is to organize services
that will supplement those provided by the child pr?tection
.Unit in public welfare.. The unit is so understaffed' that ,,vorkers
0d:handle a substantial portion of their work by telephone.
In addition, the unit 'Suffers from a' dearth of necessary re-

: sources in their 'agency and* in the community. The Committee
has identif ied an acute need to- organize the following supple-

.
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mentary services: hot line for families in crisis, crisis nursery,
emer ncy shelters, emergency foster homes, and parent aides
to stay clie mes and help families during crises/

\
ntegt in 'the 4mittee was between rem-.

sehtatives of weI are and those of other agencies14vho pressed
for establishing new supplementary services for child protec-
tion. A borough healtfi .deartment representative sought
Committee approval for a childWotection unit adniinistered by
the borough. It would include a child protection coordinator,
crisis nursery, and family aide program, Alaska Children's Ser-
vices, an inniYative, church-sponsored agenc , sought Com-
mittee approval for a Crisis hot line and mobi team to visit
families in crisis the spot. presentatives rom welf e
opposed the Committee's sup for both proposals, mg
that these new f services would be inadequate because they
would (1) be operated by unqualified persons (vrelfare workers
themselves are not trained 'social workers), (2) 'create duplica-
tion' of services, (3) confuse clients about which agenCy to call

.014,

in an emergency, and (4) probably be illegal because state law
aut °dies- only public welfare to handle all child abuse cases.
Wel are representatives suggested that the Committee had
ad pted :the wring goal; rather than try to establish new

ces; it shtould try to improve the existing ones in welfare.
o Committe4ember seemed to object in principle to streng-

thening existing\melfare services, but according to one of the
key participants in the Committee, the need for adeOate child
protection services is so acute that it cannot await the, outcome
of the long, arduous, and usually hopeless process of changing
the rigid welfare system. But in view of styenuous opposition
from welfare, the committee postponed action on proposals for
new services.

I
This convict and ;similar ones I observed do not appear to

disrupt interagency planning groups. If an issue threatemp '

se
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disrupt the group, metnbers table it of handle it under the table
rather than confront it overtly. Members generally inhibit
expressions of hostility, treating each other with politeness and
respect regardless of, animosities that May smolder beneath the
surface:" In some instances, the congeniality I observed reflects/.
long - standing friendship ties between members. !tut mor
importantly, this style of consensus politics reflects tilt really -
that participants are part of the same system and have to roz..
tect the same interests. If one agency's jurisdiction c be
reduced or weakened, then so- can another's. So everyo tends
to play the same 'political game for fear MS turn is coming.
Thus, planning becomes a ritual rather than a edium of
reform.

Interagency Control System

Plannin articipants' complicity in main
at\ the costs of the expreis goals of Planni
'their recognition- of the underlying realit
pOwer relations. While there is no form
'edged authority structure in the interagen
informal, implicit power structure stemm

aining consensus
seems to ,feflect

es of interagency
, publicly acknow-
y system, there is an
g froth the degree of

dominance onsubordination in agencies' /relations to each other.
Alragencti*are,interdependent in the 'sense that they rely on. .
one another for continual flow of ref rrals (gtittoiners), which
nurtures the entire social service ind stry. But there are also
differences in degrees of .dependenc
des with very resources are ttiore dependent on agencies
with large resources than vice versa. If the limited agency
antagonizes an agency_ with :largq resources, that agency can
and. Sometimes does retaliate by refusing service to its referrals.
Z'his practice is suggested by th ubiquitous care with which
small agen9y administrators avoid antagonizing those from more
powerful agencies even though they may claim, in private,
conversation, to abhor some of the practices of the more power-

. - ;)
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ful agencies. There is also verbal testimony to this practice. For
example, an aggressive program* director in a new alcoholism
facility who is also a member of AllOninority group charged
complicity among some of the agencies involved in alcohol
treatment who refused service to his referrals. He thought this
was because he had antagonized members of the Alcoholism
InteragenCY )Management Group by playing, an outspoken
truth-telling role: thereby challenging the style of consensus
politics.

4 Agencies with large resources wield power in other,ways.
By failinglo*refer to agencies that.depend on them for referrals,

ey have the power to undermine such agenCies. This practice
will be elaborated shortly in a discussion of .Urban Native
Center's rel tions with the social service community. Agencies
with large r sources can also exert control over other agencies
through m ipulatingafunds and contracts. Bureau of Indian

"Affairs an public welfale grant a Dumber of contracts to other
agencies. rthese agencies with contracts antagonize their -spon-

,sors, they risk jeopardizing their funds.

. The implicit recognition of this interagency power struc-
ture

,

ture determines ,outcomes In informal agency. relations as well as
in formal planning groups. Negotiations 'at the Ad iloc,COmmit:

, ...-
tee/meetings suggested the force of this recognition. Members \\
coUld not afford to antagonize public welfare for three reasons.
First, since most member agencies are small scale and frequently
refer clients to welfare, the success of their efforts requires
maintaining harmonious relations with welfare. Second, some of
the -member agencies are funded by welfare's parent organize-,
iAon, Alaska Department of Health and Social Services. Third,

. the Ad Hoc Committee depends for-its very, legitimacy on the
Alaska 'Department of Health an. Social Services, which ac-
corded the Committee official status s the planning group for
child protectiOn. Consensus politics sy bo'lize the cognition
of these power relations.

)( ) 5 7
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.Socialization of New Members

While representatives of established agencies generally
accept these political realities, members of newer agencies, such
as the new program director in the alcohol treatment facility
previously mentioned, sometimes challenge "them. The very
e tence of the newer agencies bespeaks challenge; for exam -
p Native-run agencies are in business precisely to redistribute
soc service resources. Regulation of this challenge has become t
a Ceuta-al task of the interagency system in Anchorage. Its
efforts to °socialize n'ew members involve transmittal of ,three
expecta\tions. New members are expected to: (1) accept limited
jurisdictions without trying to expand them in ways that fur-
tiler impinge on other agencies' territories, (2) accept tfie t-
ing poirer structure in social services, and (3) accept the preva,
lent style of consensus politics.

The process by'.which these expectations are transmitted is
subtle and frequently invisible. I-observed several instances of
the .process. One was when the program director of an alcoho-
lism facility, mentioned above, was chastised by members of the
Alcoholism Interagency Management Group for abrasive man-
ners. Members suggested fie tone down his language and change
his style of dress: But the socialization process becomes highly
visible when sanctions are'invoked against new agencies that fail
to become properly socialized. The most striking illustration of
this is the Urban Native' Center's relations in the interagency

r- system.

Challenge to the Interagency Syitem

In 1970, Nixon's policy statement on Indian self-

determination and Bureau of Indian Affairs' policy regarding
turning over Bureau services to Indian groups encouraged Cook
Inlet Native Association, one .-i5T the largest Native organizations
in Alaska, to establish itself as alpsovider of social services for

4
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Natives. To this end, it applied for a contract to operate the
Bureau's general relief program and, later, the Bureau's employ-
ment assistance program. Neither of these contracts was award-
ed. But in 1972, the Anchorage Community Action Agency
funded the Cook Inlet Native Association to operate an urban
Native center. The Urban Native Center subsequently received a
Bureau of Indian Affairs contract to operate a transportation
service for enrollees in Project Hire (au tin--the-job training
program for Natives) and an Indian Health Service contract to
administer the health aide prOgram in the Cook inlet regiun.
With these contracts and Community Action _Agency funds;
whih enabled it to establish social service, employment assis-
tance, and airport transportation. programs as a craft
shop and iecreation center, the urban n-Nativl Cnter was in
business.' But the Native Center was not Satisfied with this
narrow jurisdiction. conceiving itself as a comprehensive social
service, it sought additional funds and contracts for providing
more serviccs regardless of the extant distribution of service
domains.

The Native Center also posed a strong challenge to the
existing power structure in Anchorage social servines.when it
assumed leadership for grganizing a social service planning
council without consulting the recognized and established ,

C\ agency leaders. Some administrators viewed this action as a
declaration of intent not to abide by the implicit rules of the
social service system. This is suggested .bp administrators'
remarks such as: "They (the Center) have no gentine interest in
planning, they are just trying to increase their power.".

The Native Center may hay been held responsible for
violating another expectation of th interagencyystem. At the
same fime that it was a contractee of the Burea of Indian
Affiirs, the Center's regional corporation filed a sui against the
Bureau's parent organization, Department of Interior, regarding
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land claims. Center leadership thought this may have seriously-
alienated the Bureau.

The Native Center's conflicts were not confined to or
established social agencies, they also occurred with more recgit
agencies such as the Conimunity Action Agency. Community
Action was also a "have-not" _agency until recently, but hiving
gained some et:ceptance by the established social service
community, it tended to behave similarly to it in dealing with
the Native Cepte4-., Although Community Action enly. °fie\
of the Centel's- funding sources, it insisted on having the
authoritative role which the Center viewed as inappropriate and
harrassing. One conflict centered around hiring and firing pre-
rogatives. The Center and the Community Action Agency both
insisted on having final authority to hire and fire Center person-
nel. Another conflict centered around the -composition of the
Center's board of directors. The Center txmsideied its all-Native
board about as representative of Alaskan poor as a bdard can

'be; the Community ACtion Agency, however, adjudged it.unT
repretentative of the poor and required the Center to have 51
percent poor instead of the usual one-third and to hacie actual
poor instead of the usual requirement for representatives of the
poor.

. In this and other interagencyAnteractions, Native Center
representatives violated the prevailing style of political coped-

by playing a defiant, truth-teller role. Although Community
Action Agency staff frequently played a similar role, its leader-
ship was Unwilling to accept defiance from its delegate agency,
expecting Center representatives to he appreciatitc and com7
pliant. When Cefifirrepresentatntes. charged the Community
Action Agency with impo-iihtimpossible standards regarding a
low income board, and subjectint them to undue harrissmerit, a
Community Action Agency official asked them how they could
defy him tvhen he controlled the.purse strings. "We'll give it a
darn good try," a Center official replied.. In recounting this
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incident to me, the Community Action Agency official cast out
his'arms in a gesture of despair.saying:

How can they be so foolish es to bite the htlid that fgeds
them? It would be irresponsible of me to continue fund-g
_people who don't know how to get along in this world. I think
ru freeze their fund,s.

A .f sth he did just that.v.

liohiCally, at the same time that/the Community Action
Agency wat charging the Native Center with having afi unrepre-
sentative board, a Center representative was agitating the Social
Service Planning. Group to establish a low income board:The.
Social Service group can into being, in part, to ward off the

ove of low income 'groups such as the Center -frOm gaining
ntrol of planning groups. In the 1960's there had been several

unsuccessful efforts to organize a social service planning group.
Interest in such a group viasejuvenated early in 1973 after, the
Native Center had organized a community-wide social services

- . planning group. Adthfitistrators of established agencies then
joinjd forces and started a competitive group which ultimately

% rbed the first and became the Social Service Planning
Group Given this history, Planning Group members were not
likely to stipport the Native Center representative's proposal to
establish a, low income board; they were more likely to view the. N .

.. proposal as pioof of the Center's challenge- to the existing
° power structure in social serviees. Nevertheless, because it is

unpopulg to oppose participation by the poor, Planning Group
membeis lid not openly reject the prciposal. Instead, they
covertly Stiiivelifed it by failing to follOw through on the
Group's plan for each, member to bring low income persons to
subsequent-meetings.

Clearry, the Native Center was'not behaving in conformity
with-the roles prescribed for it. It would _not accept a role

*Pp
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/supplicant, appreciative of the limited jurisdiction itnad gained.
It challenged the existing power structure in the interagency
system. And it would not accept prevailing leadership styles of
pretending a harmony that did not exist

Interagency Sanctioning System

The Native Center is the only Anchorage agency that
addresses certain critical needs of urban Natives. Its services

.
include airport assistance, rarisportation, and recreation; it
offers the only all-Native pool of employees for emploYers
interested in increasing their prOportions of Native employees.
Yet, enormous_ sanctions were applied against. tNerdenter for
failing to become properly socialized to the interagency system.
While it is difficult to prove that a particular outcome is due to
a specific sanction, the Combined effects of agency responses to
the Center in 197.3 were to threaten its verysurvival.

/The most potent sanction, of course, is defunding. After
fief ing, then restoring, then threatening defunding for Fiscal
Ye 1973, the COmMunity ACtion. Agency fidallygave the

five Center reduced funding, which eliminated the Center's
cial service program. The Center's sociarservice staff had been

._st aative agitators in interagency affairs.

The' Native Center also lost its Bureau of Indian Affairs .
contract for providingtransportation services, and according to

/a letter the Center received from the Bureau in July 1.973, its
application for contracts to operate Bureau employment assis-
tance andgeneral relief programs would not be granted._ After
explaining that the Bureau contracts o ce was understaffed
and unable to process con , e letter states: .

... you:1=st certainly be aware of the nature and volunle of
work generated by the contract process..'. in your interests
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andours, we have no wish to initiate an enterprise destined to
failure.37

!Further, nilall 17,proposals for services submitted by the Center to
funding agenciekwere rejected.38-Siculating about thetreasons
,for the uniforrnirejectiOna,-,a-Centei-g., fticial said:, ..-: -.. '.--..-`-',---- -2% -,,--.;:',.:,,,

.. I think our izqutitei-beginyaiter our tional corporation filed
a legal suit against iheTkPartmentdt t 4 Interioi.'

. . *$--.R.,-. -.,z,7'-if:- -

1

Defunding and rejectiodknki;*ppcisals are not the only
.,' sanctions that were applied against the Native Celiter. A

campaign of gossip to aiscredit,root Center was widIspread
/

within social service circles. Althot4-Chargeilagainst thelCenter
were not different from events thileiti common in all agencies,
they were presented as uncontroveliiriidenceof the Center's
inCompetence. When asked abiWN4ht Tentery- 'inost.,ailminis-
trators and staff rejoined Witii*C' niatOps against it. Said one.
administrator: 0, =,

i
...- 7,.......--;',5; `'''' ''''''r "-. ....,-

''''''.7 ON. V. ,,

They're sick, they're devious ,1, .,Siiecau)ii. they are so insecure.
,

They're: not trained, you know, and: that' nakes thenrsuper-
, sensitive and difinsive.

4 _ ,

_ ' I
Lack- or training --isniF ineciMpetenc`e were common charges

..... against the Center staff, yet the majority of people implemen-
ting social services in Anchorage are not trained social wOrkeri.
Anchorage social agencies Seerno-haVe. little tremble .accepting
untrained personnel in their own agencies and incompetence

. has not become a recognized issue -01,66.1e Eigencies. Anther., . TV:7,X: I ,

Center. charge against the Center focused -On ,tCOnflict between C
. :. .-- ,

. .
....-.)

_ .
. ..

.

- i" --- - Letter from BIA Juneau Area,;1" 0 -:::toyzNichorage, Urban Native
Center, July 6;1973--. . -.,N.:,*,=,

-

38Later the Ceu
.

ter -received giijiii 'from newly available
. ,

federal funds for Indian-fArvr*lii:fief of Health, Education
and Welfare. - ',

4,_,-
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administrators and a staff member. This conflict was a major
topic of conversation in social service/rcles and was treated as
a unique phenomenon. But I encaultered few agencies that
were free of-internal conflict.

This discrediting tactic against the Native Center proved
very effective. Few agencies referred clients to the Center. When
asked about their reasons for faiing to refer there, respondents
invoked the standard criticism of incompetence and lack of
training (few had ever visited the Center). In effect, then, a
boycott was imposed' against the Center, weakening its potential
for attracting new funds and contracts.

The sanctioning system in Anchorage social services
operates both formally and informally, and the two modes are
closely intertwined and complementary. The funding and
contractor agencies formally impaired the Center's functioning
by withdrawing or refusing funds; the infor al, interagency
system*further undermined the Center by a dis rediting tactic
.,that stigmatized the Center and excluded it fr m the inter-
agency referral system.

In short, the Anchorage interagency planning ! oups are
involved in a very active process. of regulating zhavior of
member, agencies. This regulation serves to protect th interests
of established agencies in the community more than it omotes
the expresvoals of planningintegration and rationalization of
the social service system. Thus planning assumes the fo of a
ritual not because bureaucrats have a sPeci inclinati for
ceremonials but because bureaucrats' interest in Prot ting

. their domains and the interagency status quo overshadows hefrf
interest in advancing planning goals.39

39ta.a discussion of the ineffectiveness of planning for poverty, Wa
points out hat while planning gives the aura of massive change efforts, it
serves to protect the organizational status quo. Roland Warren, "Compre-
hensive Planning and Coordination: Some Functional AspectS," Social
ProbleMs vol. 20, no. 3 (Winter 1973)i p. 361.

(InPA a



,CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS'
I mentioned earlier that about one-third of the clients in

my sample found their experiences with social agencies benefi-
cial. Those clients usually had a ;short- or a single
service, alterhative resources to element agenciservices, and
special attributes that attracted, special attention from social
workers. Another third of the client sample could not be clearly
categorized in terms of agency outcomes; T e rest of the
clients, usually those who had the greatest de dence on and
involvement with agencies, found' their agen y experiencei
destructive. ThoSe clients faced deprivation from inadequate
grants, humiliation from being hustled from agency to agency,
and mortification and violation,of their self-definitiori as social
workers invaded their privacy and investigated their allegations,
subjected therri to culturally alien definitions, and itiginatized

--them' as 'incorrigibles and criminals. In shorty Native clients
faced being stripped, 9f their fundamental' rights and self -
definitions.

These mortifying experiences' render clients exceedingly
vulnerable to agencies' invidious definitions ol them and propel
them into some sort of defensive actions. But collective de-
fenses arA, not readily available beoause clients are generally
isolated from one another. don4quently, th6 must find
individual defenses to protect themselves from the surfacing of
their "badness." These defenses oft n, assume psychologically
and socially deviant forms. Although these deviantlaptations

S'5
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by clients *cannot be attributed solely to their experiences with
agencies, agencies make a substantial contribution to them.'

The most extreme cases of deviant adaptation are the
successful suicides who obviously d,o not appear in the sample.
Next are those who attempt suicide, such as Anna Marie and
Tatiana. At least 12. percent of clients I sampled had attempted
suicide. Alcoholism and associated problems of family abuse
and neglect are the most widespread adaptations in the sample.
Another adaptation which may or may not be associated with
alcoholism,labelled by my research assistant Janelteed as "the
living dead," appears to be growiiin iniportance:Thls adapta-
tion results from experiences so profoundly painful that
affected individuals shut out virtually all memories and do not
allOw themselves to think of the future. Viewing their emptiness
was an awesome experience. The Only flicker-of contact with
reality and with their futures that seeps through is plans to
"keep moving." Persons with this adaptation can conceivof no
solutions, to their problems but to move from city to village,
from state to state, endlessly roaming because they have no
arichors, no sites in life.

Indeed, that agencies are organized in ways that promote
and perpetuate such adaptations is a frightful situation. It flies
in the face of rationality that the very'organizations established
to solve such ;problems help create, them. I should like to
propOse one reform to improve ,this situation*: turn social
services for Natives over to Natives. Clearly, solutions to the
pervasive problems of hureaucricy require more far-reaching
reforms than this; they require radical change in the organiza-
tion of society. Short of that, a first step than can be taken is a
redistribution of social service resources to groups that have the
potential for and likelihood of being more responsive and
sensitive to.'' Native clienteles. Since the interests of white,
middle class bureaucrats and professionals are, in part,Ispon--
sible f6fsocal services being organized in ways that undermine

(Inge
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Native. clients, then it makes sense to change the class and
ethnic composition of those who run social services for Natives.

I do not mean by this to suggest the tried and tired pro-,
position of "maximum feasible participation:" The era of the
1960's has repeatedly demonstrated the hollowness of this.
approach; it served essentially as a facade to create the image of
minority control of social services! while it perpetuated the
status quo. This is no,t to say that the "maximum feasible
participation" policy did not have some positive effects. Cer-
tainly it developed -aspirations for autonomy in the minds, and
hearts of the dispossessed. But it did not result in significantly
redistributing social service resources. It is such a' redistri-

%

bution that I am proposing, not that Natives sit on advisory
boards to advise white bUreaucrats and professionals, not that
Natives be occasionally hired in professional and paraprofession-
al roles, but that Native organizations be given the financial and
other -support resources necessary to determine policies and
programs and to operate social services for Natives.

Three hualifications of this proposal tare in .order. First,
gone may question the wisdom of a recommendation to solve.

agency-created problems for only the Native segment of the
client population. But 'organizational means already exist for
providing social service to Natives: the Native regional organi-
zations. Such organizational mean's alsO 'exist for other minority
group clientele and for specialized agency clienteles such as
welfare clients. But none exists for the social agency client
poptilation in general. Even if it did, at this point in time, the
unique problems and needs of Natives could be understood and
treated better by Natives than by any other group.

. The second qualification to the proposal has to do with
the way social service resources should be transferred to Native

).
organizations. As the Urban Native Center's relationship with
the larger social service community showed, services can be
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turned over to a ,Native organization in a way that subverts
them. The Nati Ve Center's contracts and grants were contingent
on the Center meeting the contracts and granting agencies'
expectations to be subservient.. Moreover, the Contracts awarded
the Native Center did not include the kinds of supports neces-

sary for successtechnical assistance, overhead and administra-
tive costs, and consideration of Native Organizations' readiness
and capability to assume the responsibility.

A successful redistribution of social service resources to
Native organizations, then, would require first organizing the
redistribution in a way that will prevent competitor agencies

0

from undermining it. One way, for example, would be a direct
grant from Washington rather than fuhneling funds through
state or local agency offices, such as the local BIA office, which
may perceive a threat from the Native-run agency. Funds could
be distributed as block grants for comprehensive social services
to Natives. And, clearly, funds for technical assistance should be,
available when Natives request it.

A second condition for successful redistribution of social
service resources to Native organizations involves taking into
account the Native organizations' readiness and capability for
managing the resource., At the present time, Nath4 organiza-
tions' energies are consumed with political, legal, and economic
enterprises associated With consolidating gains won in the
Alaska Native Claims !Settlement Act. They must establish
themselves as profit making corporations, organize village
corporations, fight legal battles When their claims are contested
or subLerted, and so forth. They may lack_interest and readiness
to assume' the enormous responsibility_ for managing social
services for Natives at this point in time although Native leaders
indicate tOffrie an ultimate interest in assuming this respOnsibil-
ity. Further, they may lack- skilled personnel. It is difficult
enough even finding trained Natives to fill* all the managerial,
,professional, and technical positions they now require.

:1
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IA. third qualification in the proposal to sedistribute social
service resources to Native organizations is a caution that this is_
not a panacea. Native-run bureaucracies are tlikely
demonstrate some of the same -tendencies as white -tun
bureaucr cies, such as. organizational nd professional sel
interest dominating over the needs clients. But Nativ
organi ations are far more likely than white-ru bureaucracies to
be responsive to Native constituencies. Natives yeti positions as
leaders in Native organizations depend on support from their
ethnic constituency. Moreover, as leaders and members of an
oppressed grouu, they are tkely to be more sensitive\ and
-responsive than non-Natives 'to the needs of their people

. '
Finally, Native-run organizations also have the potential

for solving some of the very problems that bring 'Natives into
client status in the, first place. The, problems assOlialed with
Natives' status as disiiissessed petSle living on the fringes of
society can only be ameliorated by.increasing ,Nativei' control
over some of the resources of the society. Such control' has the
potential for developingpride and selPconfidence'and also for
furnishing models of Success to Native:youth whose educa-
tion4 socials and psychological.probleMecan be traced, in part, -r

./44

to the dearth of Native role models in their experience.
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Study'Methods

APPENDIX

nchorage is a small urbin center (borough. population is
141 00) but has over 100 ,so ice agencies. To make my
stud manageable I had to narrow the field of agencies. I arbi-
trarilr eliminated services for physical health, corrections,
education, and children and youth (except Aid to k'amilies with
Dependerit Child,n and child protection). I focused on agen-
cies providing dhe following types of service: ilten'tal health,\

\ financial aisistancemaniiower and training, housihg, and social
ervices (in its narrow concept of services traditionally provided

115", social workers). I identified 25, agencies in theSe categories
whose clien le includes at least 15 percent Natives (see table on
p0. aifd These composed the agency sample plus :two

/
othersManpo er Center because its small proportion of Native
applicants (8 pe cent) represents a large number of indljduals
(over' L. ) and 'Anchorage Borough Health DepartiiignM4
percent Native cents) becaute of its expanding role in social
service planning. In addition to individual agenCies, I studied
four community planning groups in which, the sample agencies
are involved. The processes I observed in this sample of agencies
and planning groups appear to be characteristic,9f the total
Anchorage social service field.

A T
$

*Paul Carr, Greater Anchorage Area BorOtgh Pla ning Department,
personal communication, July 1973.

41.
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I sought answers to my .research questions in observations

at planning meetings and in interviews with agency administra:
tors, staff, and Native clients. Clients names were furnished by
the agencies after clients agreed to participate in the study. This
sample appears to be biased in favdr of clients with favorable
outcomes. While I had the impression that several social workers
deliberately selected clients with unfavorable agency outcomes
in the hopes that my telling their stories would act, as a pressure
for changing their agencies, I also had the impression that the
majority of social workers selected clients whose 'stories would
reflect favorably on the agencies. However, this bias proved,
useful in lending credence to my finding that a large proportion
of Native clients haVe destructive experiences with agencies.

During 1973, I interviewed 33 administrators and 46 social
workers. I use the term "social worker" to mean those who-
have face to face contact with clients in the implementation of
social services. The social Worker sample includes 21 persons
who bear the kitle "social worker," 2 welfare eligibility workers,
2 manpower recruitment officers, and 21 counselors. ,I concen-
trated on interviews with administrators- and staff in agencies
having the most significant impact on Anchorage Natives
public -welfare,. Bureau of Indian Affairs Social Services and
Employment Assistance branches, Indian Health Service Psy-
chiatric and Social Service departments, Alaska Psychiatric
Institute, Work Incentive Program, and Greater Anchorage Area
Community Action Agency.. T and my research assistants also
interviewed 50 Native clients of the sample agencies, each of
whom generally had-experience with several or manytagencies in
the sample. We used, focused interviews, usually, asking a stan-
daidrset of questions but varying the order of the questions and
the hmphases of interviews in line with special interests, experi-
ences, and expertise of infOrmants.

(1 7 0
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